
LIFE GROUP DISCUSSION GUIDE
For the week of 5/5/2024

Are you living a surface-level Christian life or pursuing the next level God has called you to as an
overcomer? This week we unpack God's call for His people to wholeheartedly embrace the path of
the overcomer - even when it requires enduring hardships and suffering. Drawing from Hebrews 10
we look at what it truly means to overcome by faith.

After your group opens in prayer, please read the following passages, and discuss any
questions or thoughts that came to mind after hearing/watching the sermon.

1. We looked at how overcoming requires a "no other option but commitment." What has helped
you maintain an unwavering commitment to Christ when the path gets difficult? What could
strengthen your resolve?

2. Imagine you're talking to someone new who asks "What does it mean to be an overcomer?"
How would you summarize it as you are growing to understand it?

Read Hebrews 10:32-39

3. This passage refers to enduring sufferings, reproaches, and tribulations. When have you faced
significant trials or suffered for your faith? How did you persevere through that difficult season?

Read Revelation 2:7, 11, 17, and 26; Revelation 3:5, 12, and 21

4. Revelation 2-3 lists the incredible rewards for those who overcome. Which promised reward
inspires you most to embrace the overcomer's journey? Explain.

5. Living as an overcomer means embracing "forever rewards" over temporary fulfillment. What
are you most looking forward to experiencing for eternity with Christ? What temporal things
compete for your affections?

6. The sermon mentioned overcoming requires a commitment to the hard, persevering through
mistakes/failures by extending grace and realizing eternal rewards. Which of those three is
currently the biggest struggle for you?

Share any challenges, encouragements, and needs related to this week’s message. Close by
spending time praying for each other’s needs and challenges.


